Beauty Secret: To get
Alba’s Malibu beach waves
created by hairstylist Peter
Savic, wind just the middle of
each section around a largebarrel curling iron, leaving
roots and ends alone.
Satin top, $835, bottoms, $290,
both, Miu Miu, visit net-a-porter
.com. Crystal pearl necklaces, Tom
Binns Design, prices on request.
Glass pearl stretch bracelets,
Sequin, $128 each. Slingback
sandals, Manolo Blahnik for
Zac Posen, price on request. For
details, see Shopping Guide.
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THE
GIRL
can’t
help
it

Jessica Alba—mother,
wife, and Ben Stiller’s
costar in this month’s
little fockers—is poised
to remake her image…as
Lucille Ball. Everyone
from her director Paul
Weitz to Dustin Hoffman
says she’s going to pull
it off. By Howie Kahn
P h o t o g r a p h e d
s t y l e d

by

by

joe zee

carter smith
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Matte silk dress, Z Spoke by Zac
Posen, $495, collection at select Saks
Fifth Avenue. Sunglasses, Prada,
$205. Plexiglas charm bangles, Miu
Miu, $265 each. Rose gold bangle,
Van Cleef & Arpels, $4,800. For
details, see Shopping Guide.
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J

essica Alba is explaining how she recently
crawled out of a mud pit. As Alba tells it,
she flung herself into a pool of slop, rocks,
and gravel—over and over again—and
then proceeded to emerge from the filth,
covered with the stuff, caked. Oh, and of
course she was in her underwear at the
time (a pair of custom-made Cosabellas),
all in the name of nailing a joke. “That was
two days ago,” says Alba, showing off her
wounds. “My shoulder’s scraped. My
knees are all messed up. I have so many
cuts. It was…awesome. I was really making
people laugh.” These were the trials of Alba’s last day of reshoots on
this month’s Little Fockers, part three in Ben Stiller’s hugely popular
Meet the Parents series. Alba drops her nicked elbows onto the table,
then parts her peerless lips. “And I had walking pneumonia the entire
time,” she says, subsequently emitting a sound that’s one part giggle,
one part hacking-up-a-lung. “But don’t worry, I’m on the strongest antibiotics in existence. I don’t think I’m contagious anymore.”
If the filming of that scene isn’t an apt metaphor for Alba’s
career, I don’t know what is. From a critical standpoint—removing from the equation the Maxim-ized fantasy-addled fanboys
who worship her—it seems Alba’s long been trying to get out of
the mud pit that is her filmography and is only now finding her
way. Not only does her role in Little Fockers put a slice of the burden of a $445 million franchise on her back—a box office stratum
she’s never approached—but it also finally gives her a chance to
work with a proven comedic director, Paul Weitz, whose credits
include About a Boy and American Pie. “Jessica’s way funnier an actress than anybody probably realizes,” Weitz says. “She’s playing
with the big boys in this one—Stiller, Hoffman, De Niro—and
she really holds her own. It’s hard to do physical comedy in character, and she pulls it off. Most people who do that well come up
through the Groundlings or on Saturday Night Live, not playing
girls with superpowers.”
Alba’s previous forays into funny have never been quite as
promising. There was 2007’s utterly flat Good Luck Chuck, in which
Alba played a penguin researcher opposite Dane Cook (ha?), and
2008’s The Love Guru, a Mike Myers send-up about spirituality and
hockey—two chronically foreign concepts that don’t really play to
the passions of America’s moviegoing masses. Of course, Alba’s
too savvy to trash any big names, and perhaps too kind to go overboard in assigning blame. She takes accountability where she
needs to. “I know I haven’t been swimming in the deep end with
some of the movies I’ve done,” she says. “I wasn’t trying to. I knew
what they were.” Alba does, however, offer one clinical reason as to
why these movies bombed. She whispers it: “First-time directors.”
Even had she yelled it, few would have heard. We’re sitting in a
cloistered booth in the back of the Polo Lounge at the Beverly Hills
Hotel, not too far from Alba’s house. The table is walled on two sides
and shielded from above by a suspended pink and purple canopy of
bougainvilleas. Francis Ford Coppola and his daughter, Sofia, settle
into the cushy expansiveness of the adjacent booth. Father Coppola
congratulates his progeny on recently winning the Golden Lion,
top prize at this year’s Venice Film Festival, while Alba pours English breakfast tea from a transparent press pot and asks who’s behind her. “Cool!” she says when she finds out. “That’s fun!” But

neither party ever crosses to the other side of the wall. While the
Coppolas are busy celebrating Sofia’s latest triumph, Alba is more
humbly explaining how she came to like her job again.
“I wanted to stop acting,” Alba says. “I hated it. I really hated
it.” Actually, it was the lack of acting she hated. “I remember when
I was dying in Silver Surfer,” she says, referring to the 2007 Fantastic Four sequel in which she plays a woman who alternates between
being invisible and wearing a spandex catsuit. “The director was
like, ‘It looks too real. It looks too painful. Can you be prettier
when you cry? Cry pretty, Jessica.’ He was like, ‘Don’t do that
thing with your face. Just make it flat. We can CGI the tears in.’
And I’m like, But there’s no connection to a human being. And
then it all got me thinking: Am I not good enough? Are my
instincts and my emotions not good enough? Do people hate them
so much that they don’t want me to be a person? Am I not allowed
to be a person in my work? And so I just said, ‘Fuck it. I don’t care
about this business anymore.’ ”
That sentiment had built up over time. Alba felt increasingly
saddled by perceptions and restrictions, by being seen as too pretty,
too “ethnic”; by being told over and over again to read verbatim
from the script. “Good actors,” she says, “never use the script unless
it’s amazing writing. All the good actors I’ve worked with, they all
say whatever they want to say.” Many of Alba’s previous interviews
read a bit like gripe sessions. And while it’s hard to feel compassion
for a sulky movie star, there was always something vaguely recognizable about her dissatisfaction. Alba simply sounded like any
ambitious twentysomething striving for occupational fulfillment
only to feel increasingly marginalized, misunderstood, and poorly
utilized. Sitting with her as she cuts her bacon cheeseburger in half
and takes a bite, it’s easier to fully empathize, to understand that
even being a famous actress in gilded Hollywood comes with all
the emotional trappings of the workplace.
Hoping that her feelings about the industry might change, Alba
took on several more movies—including The Love Guru, Good Luck
Chuck, and a couple of thrillers slanted toward the supernatural—
to see if she might find her sweet spot. She stepped away from the
cameras only after she unexpectedly got pregnant, in late 2007. “I
had been working straight since the age of 12,” she says. “And it was
just so clear that there was something more important out there.”
The birth of her daughter, Honor, in June 2008, confirmed that
there was. It also gave Alba the confidence to return to acting on
her own terms. For one thing, she learned to speak up. “I’d been so
afraid of criticism ever since I was young,” she says. “Every time I’d
get a critique or some redirection, I’d always take it very personally,
but now I have no problem with it. It’s just a chance to try things a
different way. To play more with a character. It also gives me a
chance to have some input, to use my voice.”
Alba altered her offscreen approach as well, adjusting both her
selection criteria and her ego. “The time I’m not spending with my
kid has to be worth it,” she says, moving her brown Wayfarers
toward her boxy Burberry bag, “so when I sat down with my
agents after I was ready to go back to work, I told them: It’s all
about the directors.” Alba wasn’t dead set on being a leading lady
anymore either. She’d pursue roles based on quality of experience
rather than quantity of screen time. “Now I prefer I’m not the
lead,” she says nonchalantly, pleased with the maturity of the revelation. “It’s a totally different approach—way better.”
After one initial setback—the first movie Alba shot post-
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pregnancy was a math-savant drama called An Invisible Sign of My
Own, which will never be released—her new strategy seems to be
clicking. Earlier this year, Alba was directed by Michael Winterbottom in The Killer Inside Me, a steamy film noir about a twisted
cop who finds committing crimes more exciting than stopping
them. She shows up as a prostitute early in the movie and lasts
about 28 minutes, until a Texas sheriff played by Casey Affleck
turns her face into pulp with his fist. What’s even more affecting
than the brutal violence are the scenes leading up to it, in which
Alba demonstrates the kind of grown-up vulnerability and tenderness that makes a performance unforgettable and an actress indispensable. “I had only seen pictures of her before the film,” admits
Affleck. “I hadn’t seen any of her work. Some people might have
thought it was odd casting, but if somebody applies themselves
like Jessica does, then it turns out to be very good casting. The
warmth she brought to her character is sort of what makes the
whole movie work.”
Next, Alba appeared in Machete, a Mexploitation immigration
satire directed by her friend and grindhouse auteur Robert
Rodriguez. While the movie is intentionally over-the-top in every
conceivable way—a bungee cord improvised from a man’s intestines, a woman extracting a cell phone from her vagina, Steven
Seagal simultaneously wielding a Mexican accent and a samurai
sword—Alba plays the film’s grounding force, an American immigration official named Sartana Rivera, who, fed up with agency
policy, reverts idealistically to her Mexican familial roots. It’s
exactly the kind of part Alba would have chafed at earlier in her
career, worrying about being typecast forever. “I feel like I have
nothing to lose now,” she says. “If the part looks fun and I get to
work with great people—De Niro was in this one too; I’ve done two
movies with Robert De Niro this year!—I’m going to take it.
Machete was hilarious. I made no money doing it; it was just a project to do with my friend [Rodriguez], who, by the way, allowed me
to have a lot of input on my character.”
Rodriguez has also cast Alba in the upcoming Spy Kids 4,
which, yes, is a family action romp that might not earn Alba any
additional critical bang (although a lot of the kid stuff these days
is pretty great). But it does give her an opportunity to help bolster
the bottom line of a proven franchise that’s already earned $310
million. If Alba succeeds in maintaining the series’ box office
average, it would seem the studios could join indie blue-chippers
and film’s illustrious funnymen in keeping Alba from thinking
about quitting the business ever again. “Jessica’s as smart as they
come,” Affleck says. “She’s one of those people who has the knowhow to be able to drop into all different kinds of movies. Various
audiences will accept her, and she’ll be very successful. She
knows that if you put together a diverse body of work, you’ll do
well. There’s the stuff she started out doing, yeah, but everyone
has to take what they can at first.”
“Are there sexual enhancement drugs for women?” Alba asks,
coughing, laughing, coughing. “I don’t know any.”
How would that work anatomically?
“It would give us the desire to want to do it,” she says, “because
kids definitely put a damper on the situation, and I would imagine being married for a long time does, too, and, oh, menopause.
These things all compromise the mood. I don’t know why it’s just
for men and not for women. We should still have a little hitch in
our get-around.”
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Alba’s thoughts on chemical-arousal inequality have nothing to
do with her husband, the documentary producer Cash Warren.
Rather, they’re apropos of her role in Fockers, in which she plays a
pharmaceutical rep who peddles “Sustengo,” an erectile dysfunction drug—for heart patients.
“Can you imagine?” says Alba, smiling as she has throughout
our lunch. “That’s what I start hawking? I go on TV and I’m like,
‘Women, you know you still want to get it!’ ”
Even from her faux pitchman shtick, it’s clear Alba’s been paying attention to punch lines for some time now. “When I was a kid,”
she says, bringing one of her strappy YSL wedges up beneath her
other leg, “I watched Lucille Ball every day. I watched Steve Martin, Chevy Chase, and Peter Sellers.”
Alba’s Fockers costar Dustin Hoffman confirms all that I Love
Lucy worked like osmosis. “She’s a real intuitive comedian,” he
says. “I think she’s gifted, as good as it gets at this kind of thing.
She’s instinctively farcical, and I think that’s the hardest kind of
comedy to do, because it’s being very real in an absurd framework.” Hoffman admired Alba’s work on Fockers so much that he
felt compelled to tell her. “There was another farce-at-its-best performance a ways back that I thought was wonderful, another
actress I didn’t know at the time,” he says, “and I called her up too,
to let her know. It was Sarah Jessica Parker in L.A. Story. When I
talked to Jessica [Alba], I told her I don’t make these calls on a regular basis.”
Weitz puts Alba in the same category as the screwball comedy
stars of the ’30s and ’40s, like Rosalind Russell and Judy Holliday,
actresses who mastered the ability to land jokes from unexpected
angles. “In terms of women who can do that today,” says Weitz,
“Anna Faris is one, Jessica’s another.” Unaware of these comparisons—and perhaps overly used to being offered only comedic
schlock—Alba believed she had no chance of landing Fockers. “I
thought everybody but me was going to get hired,” she says. “I was
shooting Machete with Robert De Niro around the same time I was
going in to read for Fockers, and I was so worried about sucking. If I
sucked, I thought, Bob [De Niro] would have known and they definitely wouldn’t hire me.”
Weitz knew the role was Alba’s as soon as she read with Stiller.
“She was able to go off book and improvise during the audition and
in the movie,” Weitz says. “We definitely auditioned other people
of note, but once she did her thing, she had the part. If she wants
more comedy roles, they’ll be there. And I don’t even mean romantic comedies where she’s always the object of desire.”
Alba excuses herself from the table for a moment and returns
with her nose significantly pinker than when she left. “I just blew
my brains out,” she says, thumbing a nostril. “A lady started
laughing at me, actually, because it was so loud. I don’t know why
I have the foghorn. It’s embarrassing.” Clearly, Alba would rather
save the physical comedy for celluloid. The night before she tells
me she tried to be the ideal bridesmaid at her friend’s wedding,
but accidentally stumbled while taking her ceremonial stroll.
“Why do I have to trip?” she says, shaking her head. This, I
remind her—the very act of responding to a fall—is the root of all
physical comedy. Practicing in real life could only help further
her ambitions, right?
“I’m shy,” she admits. “I don’t like being the center of attention.” Alba bats her hyperbolized lashes, coughs, laughs. “But
when I do comedy,” she says, “I lose all inhibition and introspection. I no longer care.”
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Beauty Secret: “I have OCD
when it comes to eyelash
curlers. I’d curl my lashes
every five minutes if I could,”
admits Alba’s makeup artist,
Jeannia Robinette, who finished
Alba’s flutter with Revlon Grow
Luscious mascara.
Textured organza gown, Carolina
Herrera, $3,490, at Carolina
Herrera, Las Vegas. Medium red
resin bangles, Kenneth Jay Lane,
$45–$50. Yellow square resin
bangle, R.J. Graziano, price on
request. Remaining resin bangles,
Dinosaur Designs, $85–$105. For
details, see Shopping Guide.
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Above: Embroidered silk and cotton sleeveless dress, Louis Vuitton, price on request, at select Louis Vuitton locations nationwide. Two-tone bangles, Circa
Sixty Three, $14–$68. Sunglasses, Prada, $205. Embellished satin pumps, Christian Louboutin, $2,595. Right: Piped toile bra top, $750, skirt, $1,450, both,
Yves Saint Laurent, at select Yves Saint Laurent boutiques nationwide. Patterned resin bangles, Sequin, $58–$78. Large neon resin bangles, Alexis Bittar,
$170–$215. Remaining resin bangles, Dinosaur Designs, $85–$105. For details, see Shopping Guide.
Hair by didier malige for frederic fekkai; makeup by jeannia robinette for revlon at traceymattingly.com; manicure by lisa jachno for dior beauty at cloutier remix;
set design by juliet jernigan at julietjernigan.com; fashion assistants: Sarah schussheim and annie ladino.
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